
BEYOND POLITICS
The Roots of Government Failure (Revised and Updated)

•   Market failure versus government failure. Social and economic problems are often 
attributed to the failings of the market economy, though they frequently result from failed 
government policies. For example, pollution and other environmental problems often 
arise from the government not de� ning and enforcing private-property rights adequately. 
Economic recessions result from the burst of asset bubbles fostered by the government’s 
promotion of risky, unsustainable investments. Another example: the growth in social 
welfare caseloads stems in part from the failings of government schools, regulatory obstacles 
to labor-force participation, and public policies that hinder the accumulation of savings. 
Political decision-makers—ordinary voters and government o�  cials alike—need a strong 
grasp of the limitations of the political process and the roots of government failure.

•   � e causes of government waste. It is often acknowledged that government is ine�  cient, 
but seldom are the sources of those ine�  ciencies clearly identi� ed. Sources include (1) the 
perverse incentives facing politicians, bureaucrats, special interests, and voters/consumers; 
(2) the collective provision of private wants, such that bene� ts accrue to the few but costs are 
dispersed among the many; (3) de� cient signaling, as when electoral victories are mislabeled 
as “voter mandates”; (4) electoral rules and the distortion of preferences; (5) institutional 
myopia that neglects, for example, the needs of future generations; (6) dynamic di�  culties 
caused by uncertainties generated by government policies; and (7) policy symbolism, such as 
political posturing.

•   � e failure of government poverty-reduction programs. Government failure is evident in 
areas as di� erent as consumer protection and macroeconomic policy. One area where its 
failure is especially clear (although politicians seldom discuss this) is in � ghting poverty. 
� e U.S. welfare state has made little headway in poverty reduction despite billions of 
federal dollars spent in the name of helping the poor. One reason has been the high cost of 
administering social welfare programs. In 2004, combined federal outlays for Temporary 
Aid for Needy Families, Food Stamp bene� ts, Supplemental Security Income bene� ts for 
nonelderly recipients, the Earned Income Tax Credit, and the federal share of Medicaid 
spending for nonelderly people averaged $7,776 per citizen living in poverty—far more 
than the amount needed to lift a recipient’s income above the o�  cial poverty line. (Based on 
2005 Census Bureau statistics, that amount would have required an average expenditure of 
only $2,299 per person living in a family and $5,295 per person not living in a family.)

•   Reclaiming the virtues of the market. Markets solve more social and economic problems 
than we give them credit for—and would work better if they were allowed to operate 
freely. Markets enable individuals to frequently express the intensity of their preferences 
on practically unlimited combinations of goods and services, whereas politics only allows 
voters to express a preference for one candidate over a few others every few years. Markets, 
however, are not free to work their magic (i.e., enhance social order by rewarding alertness 
to opportunity) unless consumers are free to choose and businesses are disciplined by the 
competitive quest to earn pro� ts and avoid losses. Free-market prices, freedom of entry into 
(and exit from) a market, and the enforcement of contracts and property rights are crucial 
pillars of e� ective markets.
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economy. Unfortunately, good intentions 
don’t ensure good results: government “solu-
tions” often make things worse. Why is this 
the case? And how should public policies be 
formulated so as to re� ect the limitations of 
government activism?

In Beyond Politics: � e Roots of Govern-
ment Failure, political scientist Randy T. 
Simmons shows why political and bureau-
cratic attempts to correct the problems of 
so-called market failure often result in inad-
equate, even counterproductive outcomes. 
� e causes of that common malady are not 
especially hard to grasp, but doing so, Sim-
mons argues, requires that we recognize the 
� aws of orthodox assumptions about politics 
and markets—and that we understand the 
institutional framework that shapes our 
government and economy. After laying this 
groundwork, Simmons exposes the roots 
of government failure in case studies of 
producer-rigged markets, consumer protec-
tion, government exploitation, public educa-
tion, environmental protection, social welfare, 
and macroeconomic policy. He concludes by 
drawing out the core lessons of this analysis 
and o� ering four guidelines to improve public 
policy and create a climate for liberty.

Originally published in 1995 with co-
author William C. Mitchell, Beyond Politics
has been revised and updated to provide 
readers with insights about the crash of 2008, 
America’s fiscal crisis, and other realities 
of twenty-� rst century political economy. 
Academics will � nd it a refreshing synthesis 
of the burgeoning � eld of public choice, and 
practitioners of the dark arts of policy making 
will � nd it a treasure trove of cautionary 
tales that illustrate the adage, “Fools rush 
in where angels fear to tread.” After reading 
Beyond Politics, no one will ever be surprised 
to see public-policy outcomes diverge, often 
tremendously, from political promises—and 
no reader will lack useful ideas about how to 
improve the public sphere.

Market Failures and 
Political Solutions
During the past century, rent control, pollu-
tion regulation, safety rules, import restric-

tions, fuel economy standards, and thousands 
of other controls were enacted to overcome 
perceived imperfections in markets. In fact, 
“market failure” has become the leading 
justi� cation for government intervention in 
the economy.

Why are markets said to fail, and why is 
government activism o� ered as the remedy? 
Chapter 1 addresses the question by explain-
ing the orthodox view of “market failure” 
and related concepts, such as “negative ex-
ternalities” (i.e., spillover costs borne by third 
parties), “public goods,” “imperfect compe-
tition,” “system-wide economic stability,” 
and “transaction costs.” Chapter 2 traces the 
development of a view of democracy taught 
widely in American schools: the “pluralist” 
theory that politicians and bureaucrats merely 
implement voter preferences and that political 
competition tends to produce policies that 
serve the public interest.

In Dispraise of Politics
� e orthodox views of market failure and 
the idealized conception of the state, which 
have shaped policymaking and analysis since 
the mid twentieth century, are deeply � awed: 
among other shortcomings, chapter 3 ex-
plains, they fall short in explaining government 
failure. Fortunately, a social science developed 
over the past several decades provides break-
through insights about this phenomenon.

Public choice, chapter 4 explains, is an 
academic discipline that applies economic 
reasoning and analysis to the study of poli-
tics. Rather than ask: what would we like for 
people to do in the political realm? it asks: 
what are people likely to do, given the incen-
tives and constraints that they face? Public 
choice analysts have used this approach to 
identify the causes of government failure in 
numerous areas of public policy.

� eir core � nding can be boiled down 
to one sentence: government intervention 
often makes a problem worse, not because 
government workers are particularly lazy or 
incompetent (in fact, many work very hard 
and conscientiously), but because we demand 
more from government than its design can 
handle well. One key reason is that elected 
o�  cials, bureaucrats, voters/consumers, and 

Social and economic problems are usually 
met with calls for the government to “do 
something,” especially when the causes are 
believed to stem from the failures of a market 



special interests lack su�cient knowledge 
and incentives to intentionally promote the 
public interest.

These deficiencies become apparent 
when we scrutinize the government’s provi-
sion of so-called public goods, the topic of 
chapter 5. �e term public goods is technical 
jargon in economics: it refers to goods and 
services that many people (free riders) would 
enjoy without having to purchase, and that 
for-pro�t �rms would therefore not supply 
adequately (a textbook case of market failure). 
But government provision of public goods is 
no panacea: it is often plagued by problems 
that arise from non-market pricing, bureau-
cratic allocation, and overcrowding/overuse 
by consumers.

Property, Markets, 
Competition, and 
the Law
Sound policymaking requires an understand-
ing of the subtleties of seldom-discussed 
institutions that shape the public sphere. 
Property rights, chapter 6 explains, act as a set 
of behavioral rules that guide social interac-
tion. �us they create incentives to consider 
other’s values as we pursue our own ends, and 
they create a platform for con�ict resolution. 
Property rights can determine, for example, 
whether individuals take care of trees (or cause 
desertification) and whether neighboring 
homeowners will cooperate on issues that af-
fect all of them (or bicker among themselves).

Property rights also shape the perfor-
mance of markets and businesses, the topics 
of chapter 7. Economists have improved our 
understanding of these institutions in recent 
decades. Markets are best seen as a “discovery 
process” that generates and spreads informa-
tion useful to consumers and producers alike. 
Market prices communicate subtle trade-o�s 
and coordinate human action with amazing 
speed and e�ciency. Competition and pro�t 
seeking are essential components of the mar-
ket process.

How well property rights are de�ned 
and enforced depends in part on the structure 
of the legal system. Chapter 8 discusses the 
incentives that judges and lawyers face (as well 
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as the incentives embedded in the common 
law and in statutory law) and their e�ects on 
legal outcomes.

Case Studies
Protecting consumers, the environment, the 
poor, and workers are widely shared values, 
but advancing these goals politically often 
yields greater costs than bene�ts. Consider 
the case of cartels and monopolies, the subject 
of chapter 9. Business leaders often lobby 
for laws and regulations designed to reduce 
competition at the expense of customers and 
potential rivals. �eir desire, often cloaked 
in the language of “the public interest,” is 
to reap pro�ts that exceed the amount they 
would earn in a free market, but their goal 
may prove elusive: the money spent to acquire 
and defend their protected status may wipe 
out any gains they hoped to enjoy.

Anti-competitive policies designed to 
protect established �rms and other interest 
groups often come in the guise of consumer-
protection laws. Occupational licensing 
requirements, import quotas, motor vehicle 
gas mileage standards, vehicle safety inspec-
tion laws, and state liquor stores are examined 
in chapter 10. Chapter 11 looks at how 
politicians and bureaucrats advance their own 
special interests through taxation, red tape, 
and agenda control.

Educating students and protecting natu-
ral resources are services that many believe are 
best handled by government, but government 
schools and environmental policies are often 
inadequate. Chapter 12 examines the e�ects 
of a lack of consumer choice on school per-
formance. Chapter 13 shows how political 
priorities, and poorly de�ned property rights, 
contribute to environmental problems. It 
also shows how market-based policies (e.g., 
clean air and water markets) have improved 
environmental quality.

Coercive redistribution has played a 
growing role in the United States. In 2008, 24 
percent of U.S. households received aid from 
means-tested programs. By 2007, 53 percent 
of U.S. citizens received direct bene�ts from 
the government, such as Social Security, 
Medicare, unemployment compensation, 
educational assistance, and veterans’ bene�ts. 

Chapter 14 examines some of the perverse 
e�ects of these trends.

Many individuals might believe that 
fostering a stable economic climate would 
be a goal less impaired by political interests. 
Chapter 15, however, explains the incentives 
for de�cit �nancing and examines evidence 
for the political manipulation of business 
cycles. Even without the “incentive prob-
lem,” macroeconomic policymakers would 
be overwhelmed by a “knowledge problem”: 
they lack all the information they would need 
to determine the “optimal” level of interest 
rates and the “optimal” growth rate of the 
economy’s total output.

A Climate for Liberty
�e reformer’s standard call is for the removal 
of “waste, fraud, and abuse” from various gov-
ernment programs. �e problem goes deeper, 
however. Politics as such is problematic: it is 
often a ruthless competition for power to ben-
e�t particular interests at the cost of others.

What is to be done? Earlier chapters 
o�ered speci�c policy proposals, but chapter 
16 takes a broader view and discusses general 
principles that provide a sound alternative to 
the negative-sum game of politics and bureau-
cracy. �ese principles are: limiting the scope 
and power of government, allowing markets 
to handle problems, fostering freedom, and 
establishing the rule of law.

�ese four principles build on the book’s 
earlier observations about the bene�cial as-
pects of property rights, market processes, and 
private institutions. Embracing them would 
make for a more rational and peaceful pol-
ity. �ey are also wholly in keeping with the 
American political heritage of decentralized 
government and individual liberty.
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What others have said about the fi rst edition of Beyond Politics…

“Beyond Politics is a superb, thought-provoking and penetrating 
book, analyzing the real, as opposed to the presumed, e� ects of 
government regulation. � is outstanding book deserves to be 
read by all serious students of government policy.”

— Sam Peltzman, Professor of Economics, Univ. of Chicago

“ Beyond Politics is a lively book that very e� ectively analyzes the 
very real phenomena of government failure. . . . ”

— William J. Baumol, Director, C. V. Starr Center for 
Applied Economics, New York University

“ � roughout the world, publics are looking for a new concep-
tion of government and its role. Happily, there is a whole new 
theory that � lls the bill called ‘public choice,’ and which is 
clearly and persuasively presented in the excellent book, Beyond 
Politics.”

—Robert L. Bartley, late Editor, � e Wall Street Journal

“ Mitchell and Simmons make a lucid case for a market economy 
and limited constitutional government. Beyond Politics is the 
most e� ective introduction to this topic that is now available.”

— William A. Niskanen, former Chairman, President’s 
Council of Economic Advisors

“ Beyond Politics is a valuable analysis, making a cogent case for 
thoroughly rethinking what government should do. � e book 
deserves wide reading.”

— John Engler, former Governor of Michigan

“ Mitchell and Simmons have done an outstanding job of illumi-
nating the ine�  cient allocation of public resources in the face of 
politicians, bureaucracies and interest groups. Beyond Politics
explains how and why the forces work in a constant struggle 
among these three elements in the continuum of public policy 
battles and why bureaucratic institutions are unable to deliver 
on their promises at the intersection of politics and economics.”

— James C. Miller, III, former Chairman, Federal Trade 
Commission; former Director, O�  ce of Management and 
Budget

“ � ere is a need for a public philosophy that would provide a 
framework for discussion of appropriate spheres for markets 
and government. . . . � e seeds of such a public philosophy are 
to be found in this book.”

— American Political Science Review

INDEPENDENT INSTITUTE is a non-pro� t, non-partisan, public-policy research and educa-
tional organization that shapes ideas into profound and lasting impact. � e mission of Indepen-
dent is to boldly advance peaceful, prosperous, and free societies grounded in a commitment to 
human worth and dignity. 

Applying independent thinking to issues that matter, we create transformational ideas for 
today’s most pressing social and economic challenges. � e results of this work are published as 
books, our quarterly journal, � e Independent Review, and other publications and form the ba-
sis for numerous conference and media programs. By connecting these ideas with organizations 

and networks, we seek to inspire action that can unleash an era of unparalleled human � ourishing at 
home and around the globe.




